A few things you should know about my motivation around this project:
This project was one of the key reasons why I wanted to switch from brand
communication to corporate communication.
My hope was to impact the message, culture and engagement around the future of
Steelcase from the inside out and incorporate the feedback I have received from
working outside the home culture.
What I would like to share with you today:
How could we use this event most strategically?
How could we drive engagement around the world?
How could we align with critical audiences?
For sure we will be talking about what and how we did it and also what we learned on
this journey.
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Celebrating the 100th anniversary in 2012 marked an important milestone. What happened before and after this
event is important context:
Looking back –
This local West Michigan office furniture company was on a journey to become a globally integrated enterprise marketing what it knows about the nature of work.
The first innovation was a metal wastebasket to prevent fires in offices. They were first to bring colored furniture
to the office, collaborated as the only ones with Frank Lloyd Wright, created the foundation of what we know
today as workstation, first to research how organizations work, first cradle to cradle product – I could go on
Being the global #1 since the 1960s, constant growth was a standard until the burst of the dotcom bubble and the
financial crisis cost them 50% of market size and 50% reduction of workforce!
The last 10 of the 100 years created a lot of uncertainty and doubt in management and strategy. Design thinking
and research were accepted, but not showing ROI.
Looking out –
Today the strategy is to serve leading organizations around the world and help them to unlock human promise
with products, services and spaces wherever work happens.
This strategy could be activated around the anniversary. It was a confidence shot in the arm. The company got
back on track and was growing again
Helpful was working in open plan offices or at home is an active debate in the public …. --- END
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I believe I was very fortunate. Our long time CEO Jim Hackett had understood the
strategic importance of this project and his direction was:
“Optimism about our future and position the company for the future”
That was important for me because as much as I am a history buff – I rather build
excitement about the future and spice it with elements of the past vs the other way
around. This helped me to design a journey to live up to the CEO’s expectation.
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For orientation - here the overall timeline and key milestones from March 2010 when
I took over.
As a design thinking company, Steelcase follows the process to think, land on a point
of view, plan to implement and then implement.
I will talk about those individual moments in the next minutes.
This should give you an idea about the overall planning journey. Highlight key points.
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But my very first move was getting a clear mandate from the top management.
I could conduct a series of strategic workshops with them to get the core right in
order to get their support (and funding) down the road.
These were the three sessions I announced right at the beginning of my leadership.
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The first one started with activities to understand their expectation and show examples. I let them write the CEO
quote, the headline of the lead article of the local newspaper and we talked about the objectives and the
purpose.
Based on the feedback I prepared the second strike 8 weeks later and shared with them my insights and ideas.
We talked about the overall positioning, timeline, first concepts and a potential theme for it.
During this conversation it became apparent, that there was consensus about what we are, but the higher
purpose we serve needed some clarity.
The CEO today (at that time President of North America business unit said: “What is the bigger problem we are
trying solving against?” (really asking for a purpose we never articulated…)
Looking at the feedback and this discussion, we realized that we need unbiased help. Our creative partner
brought their associate in, who had never been at Steelcase and he got a VIP tour on how customers get to see us
and also talked to a number of my executives.
He came back to us and asked us to look at the Simon Sinek “Start with the WHY” TED talk. And he proposed a
very inspirational conversation of what we thought we were about, what we have been in the past and what
could become a guiding light in the future. (Consider the sailboat)
The timing was perfect and the CEO shared it during a strategy offsite meeting with his team sitting around the
campfire and here we had our platform!
--- END
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This led to what was is called “Our Story”. It became the opening piece for the
anniversary conversation, but remains today something shown anybody who wants to
know what is driving Steelcase. Created for internal audiences, but designed so
anybody could over hear it.
PLAY
I have seen colleagues from around the world who were in tears listening to the audio
alone.
When I shared the first version with the board, one board member said “ Wow, this is
almost like Apple….! Means a lot for Steelcase …-- END
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To emphasize the strategic importance of this message, we designed a CEO message
following this animation.
PLAY
Our CEO Jim Hackett had been asking for a message what the world could expect
from Steelcase / his vision. This message gave him the language and confidence to
spearhead the anniversary.
The two messages (our story animation and a CEO sharing why we exist) have been
foundational to the anniversary message and had its impact on any audience
The management workshops have been critical to set the foundation for this event
and although the two tools have been finalized only in December 2011- two weeks
before we showed them, the belief we forged about our purpose was created in
these three management workshops. --- END
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How to drive engagement around the world
An anniversary an opportunity to align with your audiences. It is a moment where
you have the chance to send one message in a relatively short time to any audience –
and they listen, because it’s your birthday.
So this is a real stress test to your audience eco system – if you opt to do this.… --END
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As a result from the management workshops - we came up with two frameworks that were critical to
drive engagement with any audience and also inform all of the extended team members in the
company around the world.
I told to our board that whatever you will see about the centennial, you will be able to identify at least
3 of these elements from the Tactical Framework:
• Imagine the future
• Tell stories
• Celebrate insights and ideas
• Build communities
The design principles were important to bring the decisions from the management workshops to live
• Springboard event – the start of something / not the end
• From inside out – always start internally first
• Anybody anyplace – something inclusive you want to be part of
• Lives in all events – leverage content that comes to live
• The red thread connecting us around the world
• And finally the moment we want to tell the word what they can expect from us. END
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We had our direction, objectives, framework, design principles, but the biggest ally to
create internal followers in that phase was that we had an identity that was a mission
statement – not just a CI or look and feel or logo – something everybody felt attached
to.
The purpose was clear – Unlocking Human Promise – but how to bring it to life?
Here is what I used on my trips around the world to involve key people starting in
October 2010.
PLAY
Anybody who worked on this initiative got the message that this is not just a birthday
celebration, we wanted to get more mileage out of it. --- END
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But it was clear to facilitate a dialogue about the future we needed to create a dynamic that is unique to our
purpose and evolution of the company.
So we created a conversation flow and the overall theme of 100 Dreams. 100 Minds. 100 Years.
We knew we had to be smart about inviting the world to dream about the future – since most of our audiences –
if they know us - have seen us a manufacturer of quality office furniture or the largest one.
The idea was to create a documentary movie that captures the dreams of 6 children from around the world representing all dreams – 100 Dreams.
But in order to have enough credibility and also help our audiences to come up with ideas, we needed example
dreams from others – ideally highly credible individuals- 100 Minds.
The 100 years events and activities around the world would generate more dreams, ideas and conversations. So
we had a messaging platform – 100 Years.
Both initiatives needed preparation time and we launched them immediately in December 2010. We all know
what it takes to create a movie, if you need to send a team around the world. And we had a very professional one
with director Daniel Junge (academy award nominated by that time) and photographer Luke Geissbuhler
(Borat/The Muppets), but what we never did was an endeavor like the 100 minds.
The idea was to expose them to the movie and as a reaction of the children dreams, share their dream.
So we needed the movie to be done by August 2011, because we wanted to have at least 6 months to ask our
network and friends to share their dream with us. END
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I can tell you now how much time consuming it to activate your network.
We ended up with only 75 dreams out of a list of 300, but some were really good and
also the names opened a lot of doors for us.
But we also learned that for some our timing was not right or the relationship was
not as strong as we thought. However, we completely under estimated the amount of
work it took us to get the content together.
We kept the idea that those folks had to be part of our existing network – sometime
less is really more.. --- END
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So one year before, I was ready to launch a kick off with a representation of employees from every part in the
organization. All functions and geographies.
It was clear to me that in order to get engagement around this story, we needed the right events and needed to
put them in the right sequence.
We looked at all the calendars for the anniversary year of 2012 and first listed the events we already had, since
we wanted to leverage them.
Then we listed what events we wanted to have, because this moment would a require them and allow us to
solicit ideas and get buy in..
In order to capture all ideas and events that potentially could be leveraged, we installed foam core boards with a
“walk in calendar” where every main geography or function could list their events or events that are important to
their team/audiences.
Collecting these event ideas was so effective that we decided to make this a permanent installation in our project
room. We created a permanent working calendar where we listed the events, starting to look for synergies,
assigned a management member and dedicated resource / responsible person per event. I wished I would have
been able to create a virtual experience for remote partners – that would have been more impactful.
But this helped us to set up the drama in context of our framework, design principles and audience strategy. I
encouraged the management to constantly come to this room and view the calendar in order to understand the
magnitude of our endeavor - it helped them to understand what was expected from them and how much we
relied on their performance. Overall it gave us and them more confidence. END
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The other outcome of the “walk in calendar” was a solid launch strategy relying on three key phases.
Phase 1 the Introduction Phase
More than 10.000 employees around the world have seen what we called the anniversary experience within 10 weeks.
Everybody internally got exposed to the message and could digest it. This was important since some had a different expectation
– only a few were negatively surprised and others were missing our past or wondered when there is the party.
At the end of that phase we had the “go external moment” where Chris Anderson of TED was kind enough to thank our CEO for
his long time TED support and congratulated us on our upcoming birthday.
Phase 2 Celebration Phase
We dedicated one week to this phase and the only direction we gave to our local management teams was to incorporate three
things: Stories, Cake and Gifts.
I can’t tell you how many different cakes I have seen with our anniversary symbols, but the amount of pictures and clips of the
balloon drops ceremony from our employees was very touching. For a moment I felt the heart beat of the company around the
world was lifting. It was such an inspiring moment – March 16th and the following weeks after that I will never forget.
We planned a trip of our CEO and executive chairman to a leadership meeting in Kuala Lumpur Malaysia and they celebrated
with our employees there first – a signal to all employees that we are a global not just an American company.
Phase 3 Engagement Phase
Once the message was out and the key celebration was over, the engagement phase was there to ensure the message was
being used in any upcoming and planned meeting. We wanted to create a dialogue, regardless of what event. Whether it was a
team meeting , dealer conference or employee picnic. I guess the’ Ring the Bell’ activity was the only formal event that was
solely there for protocol reasons.
- END
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Here is the celebration roll out plan with key events / phases per lead audiences.
My biggest nightmare was a plant closure or a restructuring. I have seen how others had to face
layoffs close to such an event.
Another way to drive engagement is a consistent message to share excitement amongst the audiences
and between the different employees around the world.
It almost got competitive (cakes / balloons). Again we were fortunate to launch our new intranet
based on the JIVE platform – which really is a social media tool - during the same month the
anniversary happened.
Exciting content got shared through this new channel and employees could discover them and see
what others were doing as well as share their content. --- END
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Crafting a message that resonates with audiences on a human and very personal level is most critical to drive
engagement.
Here the complete anniversary experience we shared during the introduction phase with all our employees that
provided the foundation for a dialogue with anybody who wanted to be part of it during 2012 – and beyond.
Our Story – the why – you have seen this.
CEO Message – you have seen this too
Anniversary Speech – Looking back by looking forward with key highlights from our past and hopes for the future
/ invitation to design it
One Day movie to kick off the dialogue looking at the dreams of 9 year old children around the world – our future
workforce and customers – looking at the world and the future – which is why we structured the website in 100
dreams / 100 minds / 100 years
This anniversary experience was shared with every employees before we moved to the external part of the
celebrations / dialogue.
One of our executives – our COO – did speeches in 18 locations like all our plants around the world. In our
biggest plant we had 3 showings that day. Unfortunately, he took another job 3 months later – this is something I
recommend to include in your plans too – what if you face executive management changes?
But having a top executive on site was critical to show the commitment and importance from the top – especially
when the topic is so foundational.
The one day movie was probably the most expensive single com tool I have ever created, but it also made the
difference. I can’t tell you how often I have heard internally – “how can you sell office furniture with 9 year olds”?
But I can tell you also how often I heard from others “I had no idea who you are Steelcase, I would have never
expected this from you Steelcase, this is great, can I do this with my school / kids. END
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Here is the 60 second trailer – narrated by John Hockenberry – who was our
background advisor and had the idea for the 100 Dreams with the kids.
PLAY
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So “How could we align with critical audiences?
Lastly, let me talk about how we used the anniversary for the various audiences to
align or improve our relationship.
We have a clip with all the celebrations and events and I have an audience plan and
calendar of events as you know. But let me talk about the most critical challenges.
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Employees
All employees around the world loved (LOVED) the “Our story” animation I showed you earlier!!!
Sales folks used it for important customers.
Hitting on the emotional element with the children was a home run.
Many employees asked us to give them permission or instruction to show the movie at their kids class
and do the same exercise – which led us to create an educator package for teachers!
One month after the anniversary date we did a global employee survey and it was all over about
unlocking human promise and the need to understand more how they could use and make it part of
their work. We should have done that later in the engagement phase.
When we rolled the final video end of December - winding it down, employees were sad around the
world that it is over. We still have lanyards on badges of employees or email signatures with the
anniversary symbol.
The most important remaining element is the WHY – the purpose of our company is accepted by
everyone around the world.
. END
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Local media West Michigan
There are more families in Grand Rapids with a former employee than an existing employee. One year before we
closed another plant in Grand Rapids and moved production to Reynosa Mexico. Jobs to Mexico was our blame.
We shared our plans in front of them, share why we exist and that the last 10 years do not represent the 100 and
not at all the future, but reality.
In parallel they just launched their ipad app and realized that their name “the press” is probably not applicable
anymore.
So we asked them to become our voice and shared the events we planned and how they could pick the stories up
and come up with their perspectives. We have been really surprised how the Grand Rapids Press was able to
come up with stories from former employees and over the course of the year, we got less negative comments on
the stories every week.
Top Management (CEO)
Our CEO was not the one jumping in front of every camera, which is obvious given the announcements he had to
make during the last 10 years before this moment.
Giving him the language he felt comfortable with and creating opportunities to show how his direction sets the
company up for the future was a rally cry for him that was a win-win for him and the various audiences. Finally his
vision for the company got a stage and was appreciated. One month he had triple play – NYT, Fast company and
WSJ. CEO approval rate at Glassdoor went up…
Media in general
Engaging the PR teams was critical.
The team around Peppercom in NYC was involved very early and we could preview some of he first prototypes
with top tier journalists under disclosure to get direction, what would get the attention and support of the media.
The idea was that our evolution gets recognized and positions us as a thought leader around work – not just
furniture..
Paired with the celebrations element of the anniversary, we could get numerous media opportunities that
exceeded our wildest expectations
Today the NYT picks up the phone when Steelcase calls. END
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Customers
We could not engage with our customers as we wanted.
Our sales organization loved the message but in 2012, but lacked a major product launch to celebrate.
Without a product to show the customers, dealers were not comfortable going out “only” with the
anniversary story.
It was part of every conversation, showroom visit or mockup, but not something they do an event with
their customers.
Social Media
Also our social media strategy was not successful. It was an afterthought and our brand team was not
ready to take the financial burden. We assumed they were excited …
We invited our FB community to bring their dreams, but from our 3000 followers, we could only get 48
dreams…. -- END
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Summary
There was a moment during 2012 where you could go anywhere and people were full of pride.
Not everything was perfect, not everybody was super happy, but there was a feeling of belonging and
optimism about the future.
The Why is still part of who we are and although we have taken down most of the celebrations, this
initiative opened doors and hearts in 2012.
There is optimism and a conversation about the future and a healty relationship to the past with a
corporate archive
Our media efforts from then on went much easier and we enjoy a great relationship with our local
media folks.
ONLY IF TIME (notplanned for SWA)
I propose listen to our CEO:
PLAY
http://100.steelcase.com/category/our-anniversary/
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Lessons Learned
Management buy in is important, because you will have to adjust as you go and the
last thing you want is a strategic conversation at a later point (moment with one day
movie)
It has to happen with the company and the earlier everyone had a chance to express
his hopes and wishes, the better it is.
Every moment deserves maximum attention, because it could impact the next event
for another audiences – there is always a very high expectation.
You or others will have ideas or learn down the road and you will have to spend that
money. You better have the additional resources as contingency ready (example food
for employee event)
I could not activate my marketing peeps as much as I should have. Any efforts you
make to go to market should be integrated to get maximum impact and avoid conflict
(branding, resources for events)
END
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I hope this was insightful for you. For those of you who are interested, I have created
project documentation, I am happy to share with you for your own use. Please let me
know if you have any questions.
Enjoy the rest of the event.
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